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2015 MISSIONS 
EDITORIAL 
BY DR. BILL DUTTRY

Unreached People Groups!  This year’s 
Missions Conference and missions 
magazine are intended to educate us about 
the need to reach areas and groups of people 
who have not yet been reached with a clear presentation 
of the person of Jesus Christ, our Saviour.  Our desire is 
that we each be challenged to do our part, whether it be 
to pray, to give, or to go to those who need the Gospel.  
Let us not forget, in addition to the masses referenced in 
this magazine as the 10/40 Window, there are millions of 
unreached in the United States as well.

Revelation 5:9 states: “And they sung a new song, saying, 
Thou art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals 
thereof: for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God 
by thy blood out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, 
and nation;” God desires to be and will be worshipped 
throughout all of eternity by persons of every kindred, 
tongue, people and nations.  Our desire is to discover what 
part God would have for us in this urgent responsibility of 
taking the Gospel to all men in order for Revelation 5:9 to 
come to pass.  Our Great Commission tells us that we are 
to be involved not only in our own communities, but also 
among those who are not in reach, the uttermost.

Please spend time with the Lord in preparation for this 
conference and ask God to work in our hearts and in our 
church.  Pray that He would reveal His will clearly to those 
whom He desires to take the next step in the three areas of 
giving, praying and going!  Each of us should be involved in 
all of them at some level of participation.

Our own college and Bible Institute are designed to help 
prepare all of us to be better informed, challenged, and 
prepared to accomplish this assignment.  Please pray for 
Biblical School of World Evangelism as we prepare at a 
greater level those mission-minded servants who believe 
God has “missions” as their life’s passion.
In His work together,

Pastor Duttry
Senior Pastor of First Baptist Church of Milford, OH
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As I reflect on the Missions Conference here at First Baptist Church, my heart and mind 
race back to my childhood.  Missions Conference was the spiritual highlight for our church 
every year.  In fact, this is still true for our church today.  It was not just another time set 
aside for preaching.  It was a time set aside by our church for God to work in the midst of 
our congregation concerning missions.  I always anticipated who God was going to call 
out from among our body to go to the mission field.  

My first encounter that I truly remember was when I was in the fourth grade.  This was 
not by any means a spiritual encounter.  I just remember being introduced to a young 
boy who was going to be in our school for one year only.  Our teacher began to tell us 
that this young boy’s family were missionaries to Mexico and that they were coming 
home on furlough.   This young boy became my best friend that year.  

When I was in elementary school, I was so excited to see the missionary displays.  It 
fascinated me to see what the missionaries brought back to put on their display so 
we could visualize that part of our world.  At that time, I did not see the faces that 
needed Him.  They were just people that looked different than me.  We went from 
display to display seeing all of the artifacts and enjoyed getting our Bibles signed 
by these men.  I still have the Bible that was signed so now I can look at the names 
of these men and understand what God called them to do.

Growing up here my entire life allowed many seeds to be planted in my life 
concerning missions.  As I became older, missions became more than just 
missionary displays and signatures in my Bible.  Missions became real when I 
visited the country of Germany my senior year.   I was able to see the faces of 
the people of Germany that did not know that there was a Redeemer ready to 
redeem them.  These folks were different than me,  but we both had the same 
need.  My need was met when I asked Jesus into my life as a second grader, 
but their need had not been met yet.  

Last year, I had the opportunity to visit our El Paso property during the 100 
Men Retreat.  What a wonderful time of fellowship we had with the men of 
First Baptist Church.  I remember getting on that bus and making my first 
trip into Mexico for a Sunday evening service.  I saw poverty like I have 
never seen it before.  Children were running in the streets.  Homes were 
tiny, gated, and made as secure as they possibly could with what they 
had in their possession.  My heart was broken for the people of Mexico.  

What Missions Conference Means To Me
               - by Dr. Brian Ragle
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Immediately, I had to thank God for all that He blessed me with in my 
short life.  It was hot and I remember sweating profusely on the way 
to the service.  It was even hotter when we were in the church building.  
This did not affect the congregations worshipping of the Lord.  I saw a 
people that desired to worship the Creator. 

I share this testimony so that you can see how early the idea of missions 
was planted in my life here at First Baptist Church.  Many families 
surrendered during this time and went to the mission field.  I am reminded 
of God’s truth in the Bible found in Galatians 6:7, “Be not deceived; God 
is not mocked:  for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.”  Our 
ministry continues today to sow the seeds of missions in the hearts of our 
people.  We have the wonderful privilege to print the Word of God here with 
the ministry of Bearing Precious Seed.  This message though must have a 
messenger.   Pastor Duttry’s philosophy, “training Biblical mission-minded 
servants for all levels of ministry,” helps provide the necessary training for 
willing servants.  We have taken this philosophy and implemented it here at 
Milford Christian Academy as well.  We desire that our students will be exposed 
to this philosophy in every area of our school.

I am reminded of Romans 10:15, “And how shall they preach, except they be 
sent?  as it is written, How beautiful are the feet of them that preach the gospel of 
peace, and bring glad tidings of good things!”  I am so thankful for Pastor Duttry 
and his vision to invest in the lives of the people at First Baptist Church of Milford.  
He has a true desire to see people continue obediently in what God has called them 
to do.  He also has a desire to make sure they are equipped for the ministry.  I have 
the opportunity to meet with Pastor every week as the administrator of Milford 
Christian Academy, and I can honestly say that this is his heartbeat for every area 
of our ministries.

In closing, Missions Conference is the greatest spiritual highlight of the year for me at 
First Baptist Church.  I anticipate God doing great things during this year’s conference.  
As I look at our students here at MCA, I know that God is going to call some of them 
to go, and my prayer is that they are obedient in answering the call!  God is not done 
calling since the need is great. I truly believe He is calling more to go than ever before.  
Will you go if God calls you?

What Missions Conference Means To Me
               - by Dr. Brian Ragle
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9PRAYING THROUGH 10/40

THE FIVE WORLD BELIEF SYSTEMS

The 10/40 Window is an invisible rectangular area 
of North Africa, the Middle East, Asia, and parts of 
the former Soviet Union.  It is located approximately 
between 10 degrees north and 40 degrees north latitude.  
Sadly, this needy part of the world is often referred to 
as the “Resistant Belt” of the Gospel.  This region of 
the world is crowded with two-thirds of the world’s 
population.  Most of the poorest people in the world 
can be found there. Many live on less than $2.00 a day 
and have little money for food or health care.  Life 
expectancy is lower than in many other parts of the 
world.  However, the most disturbing statistic about this 
part of the world is that many people groups there have 
little or no opportunity to learn about the true God.

Within this “window” is the largest concentration of 
the world’s major belief systems: Tribal (Animism), 
Hinduism, the Unreligious, Islam, and Buddhism.  These 
false belief systems can serve as barriers to spreading the 
Gospel.  As we consider the 10/40 Window, there are 
some significant facts that should shape our burden 
and fuel our prayers.  

THUMB
THUMB is an acronym for the major non-Christian 
religious belief systems found in the 10/40 Window. 
Imagine a hand. Start with the thumb. Each of the five 
fingers stands for one religious bloc. The first letter of 
each can be combined to spell the word THUMB. See 
the hand below.

TRIBAL

Tribal peoples often live in isolated areas like jungles or 
mountain villages. Although they believe in a creator 
who made the world, they do not believe that he can 
be known in a personal way or that he is interested in 

the everyday lives of human beings. Tribal peoples are 
animists, believing that powerful spirits indwell objects 
in nature like trees, rocks, water, mountains, and 
animals. These spirits have control over what happens 
in people’s daily lives. Some tribal groups believe that 
the spirits of their dead ancestors also influence their 
lives. Tribal peoples often wear amulets or charms to 
protect themselves from evil spirits. Tribal groups live 
in constant fear of making the spirits angry and spend 
their lives providing gifts and sacrifices to appease them.  
Pray that Tribal people could break out of their fear 
cycle and that they would see the truth of the one final 
sacrifice of Jesus on the cross.

HINDUS

Hindus believe in millions of 
gods, both good and evil. They 
worship idols at the temple 
or at a special shrine set up 
in their house. They give 
these idols offerings of flowers, food, incense, money, 
and even hair. Through praying, visiting temples, and 
offering gifts to the “gods,” Hindus believe they can make 
their hearts clean. Hindus believe in reincarnation, a 
continuous cycle of birth, death, and rebirth. According 
to Hindu beliefs, a person’s actions in his present life 
will determine the quality of his next life. Hindus hope 
to break the cycle of reincarnation and achieve a state of 
peace.  Pray for Hindus to understand that Jesus died 
on the cross to free them from the power and penalty 
of sin; pray they would see that Jesus is unique, not 
just another god among the millions. 

UNRELIGIOUS

The unreligious are people who live in an official atheist 
state, whose government denies the existence of God and 
where all religion is denounced. Government leaders 
are regarded as near deity.  Schools in many atheistic 
countries teach children that God is a myth and that 
people who believe in God are weak or foolish. Children 
are encouraged to trust in their education for wisdom, 
leaning on their own hard work and intelligence to 

The real source of 
hope in missions is 
not the statistics 
of man, but the 
promise of God.

TRIBAL

HINDU

UNRELIGIOUS

MUSLIM
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ensure a good future.  One of the greatest strongholds of the Atheist 
government on a slave-like society is a ban on printing any form of 
religious materials.   Pray that the Unreligious would understand 
that God created them, loves them, and desires them to look to 
Him as their source of wisdom, provision, security, and hope.

MUSLIMS

Muslims believe that Jesus was a good prophet, but not the Son of 
God.  They do not believe that Jesus died on the cross or was raised 
back to life; in fact, they believe that Jesus found a replacement to 
die on the cross.  Their belief is that the prophet Mohammad is 
the greatest and final prophet.  Muslims try to please God (Allah) 
by their actions.  They believe they can earn their way to heaven 
by doing more good things than bad, but even then, they cannot 
be sure that Allah will accept them. Pray that Muslims will 
understand that Jesus has already made a way for their hearts to 
become right before God. They need to have the hope of eternal 
life that God provides. 

BUDDHISTS 

Buddhists follow the teachings of “the Buddha,” a man who lived 
2,500 years ago. They do not believe in a God who is separate 
and different from mankind, but that every person contains a 
part of God within himself. According to Buddhist teachings, all 
suffering comes from selfish desires, wanting what we cannot have 
or wanting things that are bad for us. Buddhists think they can 
learn to be good by following a set of rules for acting, thinking, 
and feeling. Because it takes many lifetimes to remove evil desires, 
Buddhists believe that they are reincarnated after death, but here 
on earth they strive to reach the ultimate state of peaceful existence, 
called nirvana. Pray for Buddhists to comprehend that true and 
lasting peace comes only from a relationship with Jesus, the one 
who forgives sin and breaks the power that sin holds over us.

In contemplating the enormity of the strongholds of the 10/40 
Window, we could be overwhelmed by the walls of these belief 
systems. However, let us remember the real source of hope in missions 
is not the statistics of man, but the promise of God.  Matthew 24:14, 
“And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world 
for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end come.”

THEY

ARE

STILL

WAITING

MATT. 24:14
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“I prefer dying to running away” 
Born in Poland to a Jewish Rabbi, Solomon converted to Christ and mentored in London. 
While studying Isaiah 53, he bought a New Testament and the Savior was revealed. “I 
realized I must cast my lot with Jesus! I was forgiven and accepted! My load was lifted! 
My sins were washed away!” Announcing his conversion to his uncle, young Solomon 
was ultimately cursed, rejected and disinherited by his entire family. Giving testimony 
to others, particularly Jews, Ginsburg’s testimony reads like that of the Apostle Paul in 2 
Corinthians 6. An invitation to preach to fellow Jews in a factory turned out to be a trap. 
He was beaten severely but escaped.  Preaching an open air meeting, he was beaten, left 
for dead with a cracked skull, then dumped in a garbage bin. God’s call to Brazil began 
with language study in Portugal. Soon, priests sought his incarceration as a result exposing 
idolatry and false doctrine. He escaped to Brazil.  Soon, open air preaching and publications 
got a reaction from priests again.  Escaping hired assassination on several occasions, he was 
incarcerated for a time. In the home of Herculano, known criminal and hired assassin, 
Ginsburg explained “I am here because I am more concerned about your soul than I am my 
own life”. Two Baptist churches grew to be several hundred, the Gospel penetrating deeper 
into the vast unreached regions of Brazil by the time of his death.

Missionary Biographies

11

“..Christ shall be magnified in my body,
 whether it be by life, or by death.”  

Early in ministry James Chalmers declared, “The nearer I get next to Christ and His cross, 
the more I do long for direct contact with the heathen.” “Tamete (Teacher)”, became known 
as missionary, adventurer, explorer, and an intercessor to government in the taming of Papua 
New Guinea. For twenty-five years he sought new people groups by learning the language, 
making initial contact with tribesmen through trade items, and building friendships. In an 
early encounter, he stood on the beach. After hearing a loud commotion, he turned toward 
his house and was surrounded by fierce warriors demanding tomahawks, knives, iron, and 
beads. Looking the chief directly in the eye, he diffused the situation. A friendly native 
warned them of plans to kill them in the morning. Gathering his wife and team, realizing 
there was only enough room in the boat to carry the women to safety, they prayed. Calmly 
Mrs. Chalmers replied, ”We have come here to preach the gospel. We will stay, whether we 
live or die.” All agreed to stay saying “Let us live together or die together.” God delivered 
Chalmers in many similar situations. His finale came during an attempt to reach people 
on the Fly River, located N. W. of Port Moresby. He and a newer missionary went ashore, 
unarmed as usual, never to return. His efforts paved the way for reaching the 750 known 
language groups, the largest portion still unreached today.



First Baptist Church and the ministries of Bearing Precious Seed, firstBible International and Biblical 
School of World Evangelism have been aggressively developing a mission’s training school in order to 
better prepare missionaries for the foreign field.  Included in our program is a focus on expediting 
language-learning in order to produce Bibles for those Unreached People  Groups who have no Bible 
in their own language.  Having printed over 115 million Scriptures in over 51 different languages 
through the years, we understand the importance of getting the Word of God into the hands and 
hearts of the nationals. firstBible is the logistical, tactical ministry within our structure to research, 
locate, and assist people without Scriptures.
We are committed to the Textus Receptus manuscripts in our foundation of Bible translation. Our 
desire and assignment is to get the Word of God to those who do not have it, without deleting from it 
or giving them less than what God has given to us.  There is no need to “re-invent the wheel” in this 
area.  We would love to connect with others who may be endeavoring to do the same.
Our Linguistics program within Biblical School of World Evangelism is growing in the courses we are 
prepared to teach.  We add new courses each semester and our desire, upon God giving us the right 
man, is to have a complete Linguistics program available by fall of 2016.  Please pray with us about 
this exciting task.
If we may help you or if you have connections that you know could assist us, please contact us at 
firstBible or Biblical School of World Evangelism.  If you know of a young man or lady committed to 
going to the foreign field and is looking for a local church mission’s school, we would love to give 
them the information.  

BY - DAVID WILLIAMSON & DR. BILL DUTTRY

Biblical School of World Evangelism is a ministry of First Baptist Church of Milford
1367 Woodville Pike  -  Milford, Ohio 45150  -  513.239.0000 -  www.bswe.org

 TRAINING BIBLICAL, MISSION-MINDED SERVANTS 

Isaiah 61:2 “To proclaim the acceptable year of the 
LORD, and the day of vengeance of our God; to comfort 
all that mourn;”
1 John 2:2 “And he is the propitiation for our sins: and 
not for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole world.”
Revelation 15:4 “Who shall not fear thee, O Lord, and 
glorify thy name? for thou only art holy: for all nations 
shall come and worship before thee; for thy judgments 
are made manifest.”
The Bible teaches that the God of all creation is vengeful, 
that His wrath was appeased by Jesus on the cross, 
and that upon His return those who do not love Him 
will suffer for Adam’s curse.  What a prognosis! While 
Romans 1 teaches that denying God is inexcusable, it 
does not teach that those who have not realized their lost 
state are somehow excused from the terminal diagnosis 
of spending eternity in Hell.  Moreover, Jesus Christ is 
worthy to be proclaimed, loved, and worshipped in 
every cultural context and in all languages around the 
globe.    
So what is the solution; what is the cure? The remedy is 
the same as it has always been.  Romans 10:13-14. “For 
whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be 
saved.  How then shall they call on him in whom they 
have not believed? and how shall they believe in him 
of whom they have not heard? and how shall they hear 
without a preacher?”
The goal of Biblical School of World Evangelism (BSWE) 
is to equip mission students with the tools needed to 
help them become both fruitful and sustainable on the 
field to which God has called them.  The specialized 
and often unique approach to training makes it a logical 
choice for students desiring to feed a missions passion 
in the environment of an Independent Baptist Church. 
BSWE is characterized by the following: 

An infusion of missions
Knowing that the Bible is intrinsically about missions, 
every Bible course has at its core a mission’s perspective. 
Instructors understand the extreme necessity for 
specialized courses that will equip future missionaries. 
In addition to our developing Linguistics’ offerings, 
course requirements include Spiritual Warfare, Biblical 
Missiology, Cross-cultural Evangelism, and Missionary 
Life.

A missionary internship
The training at BSWE continues with first-hand 
experience. BSWE feels so strongly about this method 
of training that we conclude undergraduate study 
by requiring students to further their training on the 
mission field. Our “boots on the ground” philosophy 
culminates with the student’s final two semesters being 
spent at the side of a veteran missionary.  Specific 
requirements include having an active part in a church-
plant as well as language study.

A local church emphasis
We esteem the local church as the hub of ministry 
endeavors and missionary experience. God has blessed 
the First Baptist Church, Milford with a strong and 
wonderful heritage. BSWE operates under the authority 
of a local church with various ministry opportunities 
and missionary activity providing a complete training 
experience.
The training at BSWE is contextual, cultural, and 
immersive in nature. BSWE is a mission’s focus in a 
Biblical manner. We are convicted by the overwhelming 
need of a lost and dying world; we are fueled by the 
unmistakable fact that God wants to be glorified in all 
the earth; and we are sustained by His inexhaustible 
promises. 
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15CRADLING MISSIONS

Woman, how divine your mission,  
Here upon our natal sod;  

Keep—oh, keep the young heart open  
 Always to the breath of God!  

      All true trophies of the ages  
 Are from mother-love impearled,  

For the hand that rocks the cradle  
Is the hand that rules the world.

~ William Ross Wallace ~

Looking closely, we can surely see the product of maternal 
influence in our families, our children, and ourselves.  Whether 
it be one of stain or stature, the imprint left upon us by our 
mothers is an indelible one.   I have a friend who immigrated 
to the US, married an American, and has six children all born 
and reared in the Midwest.  The children all bear a striking 
physical resemblance to their mother with fair skin and light 
hair;  however, in addition to the obvious genetic traits, the 
children’s flawless English carries their mother’s lovely Oceanic 
accent.  Despite much interaction in their rural community 
and their church, the children are well marked because of the 
time spent in their home.  The influence of Mom’s speech is 
greater still than the tongues of many teachers.

When our children are young, even very young, we can choose 
their influences. As parents,  scheduling our children for piano 
lessons, signing them up for little league, and enlisting them 
in various church activities creates appetite.  It is a purposeful 
act to expose them to something we deem valuable in order 
to build character, add knowledge, cultivate a skill, or interact 
socially.  Whatever the reason, the parents usually choose 
these activities, pay the fees, drive to practices, and ensure that 
the child receives as much as possible from these endeavors.  
If we can be this purposeful for soccer, could we not influence 
our children to become World Christians at an early age? 

The opportunity to influence young minds and hearts in 
missions is wide open.  We mothers,  who truly love missions 
and desire to see God glorified in all the earth can begin to 
shape the love of missions work  in your children even while 
they are still in the cradle.  A purposeful love of all peoples 
can be fostered in very young children by implementing some 
simple and fun practices at home.

Purchase Maps and Globes. Introduce God’s love for all 
people by displaying maps and helping your children become 
familiar with the area of the 10/40 Window.  Interactive globes 

are available that make learning fun.  Shopping for maps 
may be a challenge to find something that is not designed 
with North America in the center with the area of the 10/40 
Window split on either side of the map.  Unfortunately, it is 
an indication, at least subconsciously, that North America is 
the point of reference for all other points on the map.  Most 
school aged children, when asked to draw a map of the world 
will draw a simple map of the United States.  To them, and 
most adults, this is their world.  To most of us, it is a novel 
fact to learn that the solar system does not revolve around 
an English-speaking, Big Mac eating, white-skinned North 
America.  Teach your children otherwise; show them the 
world.  Help them look beyond the borders of America

    

Introduce other languages early.  The goal is not to teach a 
language, but to simply foster an appreciation for all languages.  
Make Revelation 5:9 a mantra as you explain that God loves 
people from every language group “… every kindred, and tongue, 
and people, and nation.” Value people who speak other precious 
languages and show that they are each important to God

Read multi-cultural books together. Even picture books 
or cookbooks showing traditional dress or ethnic foods and 
activities help children recognize differences in tradition and 
culture.  Public libraries are excellent for resources.

Make them “color-blind.’’ Find toys and dolls of different 
nationalities. By exposing children to ethnic diversity, we 
are creating an atmosphere of normalcy and respect toward 
people of different skin tones. (A doll collection for girls called 
Hearts for Hearts is available at many stores.)

Visit ethnic stores and restaurants.  Browse around ethnic 
shops and encourage your children to ask questions to the 
owners.  Most are delighted to share information about their 
products.  Be positive as you try new foods.  

Create a dress-up box of ethnic clothes.  Find pictures online 
of how to properly wear the clothes or head pieces.  Do a study 
with your children about the people their clothing represents 
and why particular clothing is suited for their climate and 
culture.  Second-hand stores will have items for your collection. 
Include hats, scarves, and jewelry.  This sort of play will ensure 
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our children will not stare with mouths gaping open the first 
time someone visits your church wearing a turban or a sari.

Plan a family outing to an ethnic area.  Thousands of 
such settlements exist including the Resettlement Refugee 
Communities in North America.  By performing a demographic 
search within a specific radius of our churches, most of us would 
be shocked to learn of the pockets of ethnic people within the 
reach of our congregation. If possible, obtain Scriptures in their 
language and visit the neighborhood as a family.

Attend cultural festivals.  Every city has these and they are 
often free and open to the public.   Research your community 
calendars. University campuses are filled with ethnic people, 
various languages, and various activities celebrating these 
guests to our country.  Most welcome volunteers and encourage 
participation. 

Since we are proactive moms encouraging a love for all nations, we 
must also be aware of the negative things we do or say that could 
dissolve our mission effort.  Some of this may seem extreme, but if 
we look closely at the message we are sending to our children, it is 
worth a change in our own speech and attitudes.

Be careful to never refer to another language as “weird” or 
“gibberish” or any other negative adjective.  These seemingly 
harmless statements etch attitudes in children in relation to any 
language unlike their own.   It subliminally places English and 
English-speakers as the “superior” standard. 

Avoid openly glossing over other-language names or making 
remarks such as, “It was some strange sounding foreign name.”  
The unspoken message put forth to your children is, “This isn’t 
English; it’s not worth my time and effort.” Once, my children 
were attending a month-long community event where an 
Ethiopian university student was assisting.  As the director 
introduced him, she told the children to just call him Mr. “S” 
because his name was too difficult to pronounce.  Later, one of 
my daughters shyly approached him and asked for his name.  
After that, my children always addressed him by his actual 
name. He seemed pleased with their effort since they conversed 
often.  It was a small act showing a young man far from home 
that his language and name were valued.

Be careful not to distance yourself from people at church 
who are different from you.  When I served in our 4 and 5 
year-old department at church, I often noticed church children 

who were regular attenders scooting their chairs away from 
the bus children and even requesting to be moved.  While our 
natural tendency is to gravitate toward familiarity, our children 
notice when we do go out of our way to welcome the “stranger,” 
and they likewise recognize when we do not.

Correct attitudes toward all people (nations, foreigners, and 
strangers) should begin at home when our children are very 
young and can be reinforced at church.  Solomon’s prayer at the 
dedication of the temple in II Chronicles 6 includes a petition 
for the foreigner.  When the prayers of the stranger (foreigner) 
were answered, those from all nations would be drawn as a 
magnet to the true God.  God’s house was to be a House of 
Prayer for all nations (people groups, ethnic groups).

How can we teach our children that God is a global God when 
they will not sit next to a bus child at church?  What are we 
teaching our children about God’s love for all nations when 
we pull our children close as ethnically diverse visitors walks 
through the door of our church?  When will our children develop 
a love for languages when we subconsciously vilify foreigners 
and ethnically different people with jokes and negativity?  What 
are the chances of rearing a Bible translator in your home when 
foreign accents are mimicked and comments are hurled.  

By cradling missions at home, a mother’s attitude and 
purposeful influence will go a long way toward helping her 
children to love all nations.  Choosing to teach your children 
to make God’s glory global, may cause others to brand you a 
missions extremist or an overly-passionate missions-hearted 
mama.  Personally, I can think of no better label.
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Since there are some people reading this article who will 
not be familiar with you and your ministry, could you give 
us some background information about you and your 
family?  

Vickie and I met in the sixth grade at Milford Christian 
Academy (MCA) after Vickie’s family moved to Ohio to 
join First Baptist Church and enter the Bearing Precious 
Seed (BPS) ministry.  One year after graduation from 
MCA, we were married and moved to Aiken, SC, where 
Vickie was originally from.  After several years of God 
working in our hearts, we moved back to Ohio to serve 
in BPS.  For the last 15 years, we have traveled this 
country and many others to raise funds and promote the 
need of God’s Word to be translated in the language of 
the people.

How did the Lord lead you to the ministry of firstBible? 

I decided a long time ago that if the Lord opened a door 
of opportunity I would take advantage of that door and 
walk through. My journey to firstBible International 
is a long series of opportunities over many years of 
my Christian life. Whether it was helping with VBS, 
teaching a class, preaching in a juvenile prison, going on 
a mission trip, or giving towards a need, I have tried to 
take advantage of opportunities. About three years ago, 
Dr. Keen asked me to go to Nepal with him and his team 
for the dedication of the Nepalese Bible. He asked me to 
go as a camera man to catalog the events of the trip. It 
was during this trip that Dr. Keen asked me to pray about 
taking the director position of firstBible International. 
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After about a year we decided to accept that position. 
Taking the opportunity to go on a mission trip to Nepal 
not only changed my focus in ministry but also gave me 
a new desire to reach the Unreached.

What is the most influential religion in the areas where 
firstBible works? And, how do they view “Christians” (in 
the broadest sense of the word)?      

The focus of firstBible International is in the area 
commonly called the 10/40 Window.  This invisible 
window shaped box is based on two coordinates, 10 
degrees and 40 degrees latitude north of the equator.  
This region includes 67 countries that are classified as the 
most unevangelized and Bibleless people of the world.  
Our most recent influence has been in Nepal, Armenia, 
and Northeast India.  About 2/3 of the 10/40 window 
countries would view Christians as either Catholics or 
cults.  The other 1/3 would probably have no concept 
of who a Christian is because they have never met one.

What advice would you give to a missionary praying about 
going to an Unreached People Group or country in the 
10/40 Window?

The Spiritual warfare in this area is intensified by the 
religious and political strongholds of the devil.  The need 
for missionaries and Bible translators is great throughout 
the 10/40 Window.  Anyone having a desire to serve as 
a missionary in this region should be focused on three 
main areas:  

Make sure of your calling

Acquire adequate training

Be patient

What have you learned about yourself since beginning 
your ministry with firstBible? 

Recently I spent eighteen days in Armenia.  Over the 
course of our trip I led our group to an unstable section 
of Armenia near the borders of Azerbaijan.  As I walked 
down the steps towards our van the realization of where 
we were heading made me hesitate and rethink about 
the safety of our team.  Doubt flooded my mind with 
concern about what could happen.  By faith we all loaded 
up in the van and off we went.  I am so glad we did!  The 
Lord taught me at that moment that I have a long way to 
go when it comes to faith. 

How do you stay up-to-date on the ever-changing events 
in the areas you travel in with firstBible?  Are there 
specific periodicals or websites you could recommend to 
keep us better informed?

Biblical School of World Evangelism has a good library 
of magazines, periodicals, and books that could help 
anyone learn more about the ever changing needs of the 
10/40 window.

What is your current ministry focus as you travel and 
speak at churches?

There are several areas of focus that I speak about as I 
present firstBible in churches.  These areas include the 
following:  the need for translators/translation teams, 
the need for missionaries, the funds for Bible printing, 
and the many opportunities Christians have to assist in 
reaching the world.
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As partners with the missionaries we support, tell us how 
we could actively engage in their ministry and be a genuine 
encouragement to them.

1. Intercessory prayer would probably be at the top of 
the list for any missionary.  The spiritual battle that we 
face, especially working in the satanic strongholds of the 
10/40 Window is sometimes overwhelming.

2. Genuine interest in our ministry.  We need help!  
The more you know about firstBible the more you will 
understand how to get involved.

Vickie, how can your church encourage missionary ladies?

Missionary wives have the same basic needs as other 
women. They long for stability; emotionally, physically, 
geographically, and financially.  Knowing that others are 
praying for her and her family and their needs is very 
important.  A simple card or a random act of kindness 
go a very long way when it comes to encouragement.   
Women love time with other women whether it is a trip 

to the mall or just talks over lunch. I am thankful for 
churches that have encouraged us along the way.

What are the greatest prayer needs you both have, 
keeping in mind that this article will not be read until a few 
months from now?

Our Family – Please continue to pray for our family.  Like 
many families, we have had a few bumps in the road.  I’m 
not asking for a smooth road but that God would help us 
stay on the course.

Our Finances – Although we have been in full time 
ministry for fifteen years, support tends to fluctuate.  We 
are praying that God would give us support so we can 
concentrate on what He has called us to do.

Our Faith – Please pray that God would continue to use 
us as we make strides into the 10/40 Window.  We ask 
that God would give us the faith to trust Him in any 
situation.   

Anyone having a desire to serve as a missionary in 
this region should be focused on three main areas:  

1.  Make sure of your calling

2.  Acquire adequate training

3.  Be patient
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Since there are some people reading this article who will 
not be familiar with you and your ministry, could you give 
us some background information about you and your 

family. 

I was born in Cincinnati. I grew up going to church… 
but I was lost. At the end of my eighth grade year 
my mom moved our family to Milford; we started 
attending FBCM shortly thereafter. Dr. Keen was 
preaching one Sunday night in June of 1998. I heard 
a clear presentation of the Gospel and I was deeply 
convicted in my heart. That night, before I went to 
sleep, I knelt by my bed and asked Jesus Christ to 
cleanse me of my sin. I believed on Him and received 
salvation that night as a fourteen year old.

Kristen was saved when she was four years old. She 
basically grew up at FBCM and MCA, having been 
there since age five. Kristen and I became friends in 
the youth group and at MCA, where we were in the 
same class throughout high school.

Kristen announced publicly as a third grader that 
she felt the Lord leading her into missionary service. 
I was eighteen when I believed the Lord was calling 
me to serve Him on the mission field. God had been 
working on my heart during our youth group mission 
trips to Mexico/El Paso. I made my commitment to 
Him during the mission conference of my senior year.

Kristen and I were married in June of 2005. The 
following summer we went to India during Operation 
Harvest. We graduated from BSWE in 2009 after 
spending a year in Mongolia. We moved to North 
Africa in November of 2011. 

We have been blessed with two children. Maya was 
born in Mongolia, seven months after we started our 
BSWE internship. Kenza was born in North Africa, 
almost a year and a half after we arrived on the field 
as missionaries.

How did the Lord lead you to minister in North Africa? 

After I committed my life to God in missions, I sort 
of assumed that God would lead me to a Spanish-
speaking country. I had taken a few years of Spanish 
in high school and had visited countries like Mexico, 
Peru and Cuba. (By the way, Kristen always thought 
she would be a missionary to Australia.) But partway 
through our studies at BSWE we began to learn more 
about the 10/40 Window; and we developed a burden 
for people who have little or no access to the Gospel.

We began to think and pray more about North Africa 
and the Muslim world as a result of studying and 
researching the 10/40 Window. Many people were 
instrumental in helping us look on those fields. I don’t 
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know exactly how to explain how we knew this was 
where God was leading us… but it was obvious that 
God gave us a desire to go to the 10/40 Window.

 

What is the most influential religion in the area where you 
are working? And, how do they view “Christians” (in the 
broadest sense of the word)? 

Islam. Over 99% of the people in our country are 
Muslim (Sunni). I would say most people are respectful 
of Christianity but the average person has never met 
a real Christian. Usually if a person knows anything 
about Christianity it is related to Catholicism or some 
form of Christian orthodoxy.

Besides the language, what are some key cultural 
differences that could have been barriers to ministry and 

how have you adapted? 

The Israel/Palestine issue is a big one. This culture is 
pro-Palestine. We find it best to avoid arguing.

In America, we used to work with children in junior 
church and in the bus ministry. It has always been 
fun to do things like VBS or other programs to draw 
children and teach them the Bible. We can’t do those 
evangelistic things with kids here. Therefore, our 
ministry is focused on adults.

There is some discrimination against people from 
certain other countries, even Arab countries. If we invite 
a person of one such nationality to our Bible study or 
Sunday service it might not sit well with someone else. 
We’re still learning how to adapt to this “barrier.”

How is your language-learning? What method are you 
using to advance your language skills (language school, 

tutor etc.)? 

This is our biggest struggle. Here, two forms of Arabic 
are used for communication—the regional dialect for 
speaking, and Modern Standard Arabic for reading 
and writing. We started by learning the local dialect 
with language tutors and helpers. I also attended 
a small language school for several months before 
it closed. Our church services and Bible studies, 
however, are a mix between the dialect and Modern 
Standard Arabic. Right now our language focus is 
on learning things that will help us communicate 
spiritual truths to people.

What positive element of Arabic culture have you been 

able to utilize in order to evangelize and disciple? 

We can meet a person for the first time and have a 
religious conversation. It’s almost as natural as talking 
about a job or the weather. That’s not to say it’s easy 
for a Muslim to convert to Christianity, but I haven’t 
found someone yet who wasn’t willing to talk about 
spiritual or religious topics.

What advice would you give to a missionary praying about 

going to a hostile field?

• Go on an internship in a foreign country to 
understand daily missionary life. If possible, do 
your internship in a “hostile” place. 

• Do your homework. Learn as much as you can about 
that field. Email specific questions to missionaries 
working in those places. 

“ We can meet a person for the first time and have a religious conversation. 
It’s almost as natural as talking about a job or the weather. ”
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• Get your TESL, Teaching English as a Second 
Language, or similar certification while you’re in the 
US. It will most likely come in handy down the road.

• Know that some or many family and friends will not 
understand why you would take such a big risk in 
moving to a hostile place. You need to be okay with that.

• It’s vital to be a part of a team. Pray about joining 
one or going with one.

What have you learned about yourself since ministering in 

North Africa? 

I’ve learned that I work better on a team, as opposed 
to by myself. We all have different roles to play, and 
by working together we really are able to accomplish 
more. I’ve learned that language-learning is something 
I have to work hard at. I’ve learned that I can lead 
singing although it stretches me. I’ve learned that I 
enjoy doing hands-on projects. 

Kristen, how can your church encourage missionary 
ladies?

One of the most encouraging things is just knowing 
that the church is praying for us. Personal emails are 
encouraging because they let us know people care.   
Also, getting a card or package with special things from 
America is very exciting for anyone living abroad. 

How have you adjusted to the culture, Kristen? Do you have 

a humorous story you wouldn’t mind sharing? 

When we first moved to North Africa, I remember 
thinking, “I’m never going to understand this 
language and culture, it’s so different!” Little by little I 
have come to love so many things about living where 
we do. For example, I love how women rent formal 
dresses and get their hair done professionally to go to 
weddings. I love Arab hospitality. I love the craziness 
of driving down the road. I love being able to hop in 
a taxi if I don’t feel like driving (or when I don’t know 
how to get somewhere!) There are still so many things 
I will never understand (like how bare feet on cold 

tile will upset your stomach), but I’m so thankful how 
God has used all of this to humble and grow me in 
ways I never could have imagined.

When we first moved to North Africa, Maya would 
see cats and dogs lying in the street and think they 
were sleeping. For a while she believed they really 
were fast asleep. One day she surprised us by saying 
in a calm voice, “Well that cat’s not asleep. Mommy, 
it’s dead.” Almost every day she sees animal heads 
hanging from hooks in front of the butcher shops. She 
definitely knows where meat comes from.

Because missionary children are in a unique situation, 
they are often referred to as “third culture kids.” How 
will you make the most of this for your children and what 

advantages are there? 

I think our girls have a pretty amazing life! They are 
growing up learning English, Arabic and French. They 
hear those three languages almost every day of their 
lives. They get to travel and be exposed to different 
foods and ways of life. They get to live in a very 
historical place and have some hands-on learning 
that wouldn’t be possible if we lived elsewhere. Maya 
said that living here has caused her to have a greater 
appreciation for her house and toys because she sees 
other people around her that don’t have as much.

What are the greatest prayer needs you both have, keeping 
in mind that this article will not be read until a few months 

from now?

Pray for our family as we transition back to North 
Africa. We fly back on September 30th.

Pray for our continued language learning—specifically 
spiritual language.

Pray for us as we continue to meet with internet 
contacts… giving them Bibles and witnessing to them.

Pray for our media projects on YouTube.

Pray for the internet radio ministry.

Pray for us to be effective during our second term.
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Edgar, since there are some reading this article who will not 
be familiar with you and your ministry, could you give us 
some background information about you and your family 

and how the Lord led you to minister in the Middle East?

I was born in Beirut, Lebanon and was led to Christ by an 
Independent Baptist missionary who came from America 
in the mid-50s. I was seven years old when I got saved. At 
the age of eleven I surrendered my life to serve the Lord; 
however, it was not until 1983 when God called me and my 
wife to leave Toronto, Canada and return to my homeland 
in order to reach my people with the Gospel.  In spite of 
the Lebanese war that lasted fifteen years and killed 20% 
of the Lebanese people, the Lord enabled us to plant 
the Bible Baptist Church. Serving the Lord in Lebanon 
opened my eyes to the deterioration of the situation in 
the Middle East. In 2002 and after the First Gulf War, I 

could see where the Middle East was heading. When 
the Moslem countries declared that they do not want 
to allow foreign missionaries to evangelize their own 
people, I realized that something must be done.

Tell us about the training of nationals and how it factors 

in for a successful church plant.

In 1997, the Lord showed me 
that the Middle East can be 

reached with the 
Gospel if we can 

find faithful men and train them. The Lord led me to II 
Timothy 2:2 and pointed me to the fact that the Apostle 
Paul trained Timothy. I realized that these faithful men can 
be trained like Timothy. One of the things I noticed in the 
Middle East is that people there lack the understanding of 
the doctrines. During this period I was able to translate 
much of Biblical material to Arabic. I have 2 doctrinal 
discipleship courses that covers every major doctrine in 
the Bible. Each course is composed of thirty-six lessons 
that cover every aspect of Baptist doctrine.

 

How do you decide to plant a church in a certain area?

Since my background is Lebanon and my language is 
Arabic, I am able to communicate with those living in 
the Middle East. This gives me the advantage to be able 
to discern faithful men when I find them. Also, the Lord 
has given me friends everywhere.

Are Arabic Scriptures readily available? What other 
languages in the Middle East are in dire need of 

Scriptures?

The Arabic scriptures are already available. Basically 
everybody who lives in the Middle East can speak and read 
the Arabic language, even though there are some tribes 
who speak and read their own language. Generally, all of 
them are able to read the Arabic language.

EDGAR & ROSANN
FEGHALY
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Explain how your radio ministry has impacted evangelism 

and discipleship in the Middle East.

Iraq is the only Arabic country who gave us a license to 
broadcast the Gospel. In Baghdad, the capital city of Iraq, 
we have seen many Moslems and non-Moslems come to 
Christ as a result of listening to our radio station. Our 
station reaches the whole city and its suburbs with about 
One million listeners daily. Recently we found out that 
96% of the listeners are Moslems.

How do you stay up-to-date on the ever-changing 
events in the Middle East?  Are there specific periodicals 
or websites you could recommend to keep us better 

informed?

To keep informed of the current events, I go to Arabic 
media. I also listen constantly to the English broadcasts. 
Perhaps my greatest source of understanding the 
situation is when I am in the Middle East reading the 
daily papers and listening to what our pastors and other 
locals say.

In the years you have been ministering in the Middle 
East, what is the biggest change you have seen among 

missionary activity there?

My main observation is the lack of ability of the American 
missionaries to connect or comprehend the culture. The 
people in the Middle East are apprehensive about foreigners 
fearing that the government intelligence can easily watch a 
missionary to find out where the churches are.

Mrs. Feghaly, what do you view as your single most 
important contribution to the ministry of your husband in 

the Middle East?

Having been in the Middle East with my husband since 
1985, I developed many friendships with many people 
and have learned the language. The people have accepted 
me throughout the years and no longer consider me as a 

foreigner. I take care of the office work so that my husband 
can concentrate on the ministry.

 

What are the major needs of Christian women in the 

Middle East?

One of the major needs of Christian women in the 
Middle East is that of encouragement. The pressures 
of the war are paying a heavy toll on them. In general 
Christians are living in fear, especially after the recent 
developments of ISIS. They need prayer that the Lord 
will protect them and supply their needs and the needs 
of their families.

How do you build relationships with women in the Middle 

East?

I build relationships on a one-to-one basis by befriending 
them. The advantage I have is that my husband is 
Lebanese so they are more open to me and they trust me.

What are the greatest prayer needs you both have, keeping 
in mind that this article will not be read until a few months 

from now?

Please pray for traveling mercies.

Please pray for our protection and for the protection 
of our churches as the situation is worsening and not 
improving in the Middle East.

God is giving us an opportunity to plant new churches, 
especially in the country of Egypt. Please pray that the 
Lord will provide the funds.

Please pray for our Bible conference that will be held in 
July 2015 in Egypt. Pray that many will be saved and the 
faithful be strengthened in the Lord.

Please pray that the Syrian government will give our 
church in the suburb of Damascus the license to hold 
public meetings.
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Since there are some reading this article who will not be 
familiar with you and your ministry, could you give us 
some background information about how the Lord led you 
to minister in present day Indonesia?

I was still in Bible College and praying about where 
God wanted me to go.  I was called to be a missionary 
at the age of 12.  I came home for a school break and a 
missionary from what was then Dutch New Guinea had 
a presentation and God let me know at that time that 
that was where He wanted me to go.  Indonesia took over 
the island from Holland and I was the first missionary to 
go there under the Indonesian government.

What were some of the greatest challenges facing a 
single missionary lady in the 1960’s?  Do you think it is 
any different today?

In the 1960s single lady missionaries were not completely 
accepted by other missionaries.  However, the people in 
Papua were very accepting.  Yes, I think it is different 
today.  Only once in a while do I meet someone who is 
not accepting of single ladies.

Could you tell us about language-learning and how 
important it is for missionaries?

Language learning is extremely important!  I feel that 
it is the key to a successful and rewarding ministry.  
Understanding the culture and speaking the language 
is absolutely necessary if the missionary is to be able to 
communicate with the people in a meaningful way.

What were some cultural keys or redemptive analogies 
among the Citak you were able to use in order to share 
Bible truths?

They had a legend/myth about what happens when a 
person dies.  They felt that the spirits of departed loved 
ones would come for the spirit of the one who had just 
died.  They would take that spirit into the jungle where 
there would be a garden.  If the spirit of that person 
divided the fruits then they would take him down a 
NARROW path to a village where he would live much 
like he had while alive.  If he did not share the fruits 
the spirits would take him down a WIDE path where 
there was a hole in the ground with  branches covering 
it.  The spirit of the person would fall into the hole never 
to come out again.  Before I knew that legend I told the 
story about the 2 paths and was very surprised with 
the response.  It became a great way to tell them about 
Heaven.  Another example of understanding the culture 
of the people.

Do you have a favorite memorable moment among the 
Citak tribe?

I have so many that it would be difficult to decide on one.  
One of those times was when the first cannibal – Bidaw – 
was saved.  I cannot think about his first prayer without 
chills of joy.  He prayed something like this.  “God, I have 
killed and eaten people.  I have stolen women.  I cut a 
man’s chest open with an ax.  I just don’t want You to 
think about that anymore.”  

Another one was when I was preparing to come to 
the US to retire.  Boar, another former cannibal said 
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something like this to me.  “Nona, thank you for coming.  
You brought us out of the darkness into the light.  Thank 
you for telling us how we could go to heaven.”

Since a large part of your time in Indonesia was dedicated 
to Bible translation, tell us what you were feeling when 
you were finally able to present the Citak people with the 
New Testament in their own language.

That is a feeling I cannot really describe.  It felt so awesome 
that God would allow a country girl to do such a thing for 
Him.  When we had the dedication service I was so very 
hyper and could not settle down.  I will never forget the 
old village chief who could not even read.  He picked up 
his copy and returned to his seat hugging it to his chest. I 
am in tears now as I write this remembering the grace and 
love of God who allowed me to have such an experience.

After forty years of experience in the jungle, what skills 
and practical training would you advise for someone 
called of God to minister in a tribal environment?

Learn all you can about as much as you can.  Carpenters, 
mechanics, Geek Squad, etc. were all missing so I had to 
learn to do a lot of things.  I often said that I could work 
on radios, computers, generators, outboard motors, etc.  I 
didn’t fix too many of them, but I learned to work on them.  

We understand you have authored two books. In brief, 
could you tell us the theme of each one?

The first one, “From Cannibalism to Christianity” is 
about going to a group of people who were still practicing 
cannibalism and had never seen a white person.  It covers 
the period from the first contact to the first converts (5 
years later), and to their first church.

The second one, “Jesus Led Me All The Way” is an 
overview of my life as a missionary.  My goal for that 
book was to encourage young missionaries, and to 
influence young people to commit their lives to the Lord.

What is your current ministry focus as you travel and 
speak at churches?

Again, my desire is primarily to influence EVERYONE 
whatever age to commit their lives to the Lord as the 
only way to know real joy as a Christian.

As partners with the missionaries we support, tell us how 
we could actively engage in their ministry and be a genuine 
encouragement on the field.

WRITE.  Most churches do not communicate with their 
missionaries although they require that the missionaries 
communicate with them.  When communicating let 
them know that their prayer letters are being read and 
the prayer requests are being prayed over.  One church 
that really encouraged me would write such things as, 
“How is Titus doing?  We are praying for Noak.”  I knew 
that they were paying attention and it was a tremendous 
encouragement.

We understand that since your “retirement” you have 
returned to Indonesia several times. Please tell us about 
your recent trip and your project with the Papyrus Solar 
Audio Players.

For this please refer to my letter that will be coming out 
soon.  It was a wonderful experience and I am so grateful 
to God for the privilege.

What are the greatest prayer needs you have, keeping in 
mind that this article will not be read until a few months 
from now?

Health and strength to do His will.  I am 75 years old 
now so things don’t come as easy as they used to.

Fullness of the Holy Spirit to be an influence to others.

That I will always be sensitive to His leading in all things.

“ I cannot think about his first prayer without chills of joy. ”
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O        ften when we think of unreached people groups, we 

think of people that live on a different continent in 

a primitive, technologically undeveloped area. While this 

can be true, it is not always the case. Aside from finding 

people from unreached people groups that live close to us, 

how do we help our young people get involved in the task 

of reaching unreached people groups? Sometimes we, even 

unintentionally, excuse ourselves and our young people 

from the responsibility of reaching unreached people groups 

because we think that we are incapable of being involved in 

the work; however that is simply not the case. 

I would like to introduce an opportunity called firstBible 

Teens, which is an area of firstBible International that helps 

inform teenagers of unreached people groups and provides 

opportunities for them to get involved in spreading  that 

information. 

The ministry of firstBible Teens allows teens to actively get 

involved in learning about, praying for, and teaching others 

about unreached people groups and their spiritual needs. 

The following is an excerpt from an article that one of our 

teens, Sarah Kirby, wrote for firstBible Teens:

Imagine you are a part of an Unreached People Group 

in Nepal known as the Lowas (also referred to as Lobas). 

Life would be entirely different from how you know it in 

the United States. This article will give you a glimpse 

into daily life as a Lowa and a better understanding of 

the great need these people have for the Gospel. 

Probably the first things you think of when you hear the 

words “different culture” are unusual foods or clothing 

styles. As a Lowa, your meals will mainly consist of rice, 

vegetables, and “flour pudding.” Because you are most 

likely a Buddhist, you will not eat any meat. As far as style 

goes, Lowas are very conservative in their dress; you will 

wear long sleeves even in the hot summer months and 

will have long braided hair, regardless of your gender. 

Your social ranking will determine much of the way 

you live as a Lowa. The people still rely heavily on 

feudalism in their culture, even though it has been 

abandoned by most other peoples. If you are among 

the common people, your occupation will be either a 

shepherd or a farmer, and you will live in a small one-

story home. However, if you are among the higher 

classes, you will be a lord and dwell in a three-story 

house to display your rank. 

exposing teens
to missions
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Would you still get to keep your iPhone if you were 

a Lowa? It may surprise you that the answer is quite 

possibly yes. Over 84% of Nepalese people are 

telephone users, with 74% of these being cell phones. 

Although only about 29% actually have data on them, 

Internet usage is growing more rapidly everyday. Many 

people in Nepal even have TVs. 

While all these factors would change your life dramatically, 

by far the greatest change would be religion. Buddhism 

claims 99.8% of the entire Lowa population. If you were 

a Lowa, your life would be surrounded by Buddhist 

teachings from the minute you were born. You would 

be taught that you will die multiple times but be reborn 

into a new life form each time. The ultimate goal of 

these rebirths is to reach a place of “Nirvana.” Buddhists 

believe that Nirvana is state in which you are completely 

free from desires, feelings, and sense of self. Once you 

reach this point, you will no longer experience the death 

and rebirth cycle. You would also be told that you have 

a “driving force” inside you called Karma. Buddhism 

teaches that every person has his own Karma, which 

influences whether he chooses good or evil in each 

life. There is no forgiveness for any choices one makes 

because his Karma is controlled by the universe. 

Man is born with an inherent desire to worship; if he is 

not given the truth, he will find something else to worship 

instead. The Lowa people have turned to Buddhism 

because they know nothing about the good news of 

Jesus Christ. There is no full Bible in the Lowa language 

for them to read in order to hear the Gospel message. 

Now that we are aware of this great need, it is our 

responsibility to pray for these people. Pray for the 

translation of the Bible into the Lowa language, pray that 

God will raise up people to take it to them, and pray that 

hearts of the Lowa people will be opened and softened 

to the message of salvation. God has begun to raise up 

translators for the Lowa Bible, but we must still be in 

prayer for them as they take on this great task; and may 

we never forget to continue in prayer for the vast number 

of other Unreached People Groups still waiting. 

We absolutely have to get our young people burdened for 

and actively involved in reaching the unreached people of 

the world. For more information about how teens can get 

involved in firstBible Teens, talk to Sarah Kirby, and she can 

point you in the right direction. Also, make sure to follow 

@firstBibleTeens on Twitter for articles, information, and 

prayer requests for unreached people groups.
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One of the most exciting times at the First Baptist 
Church of Milford is our annual Seedline workweek.  
Every year during this week we see hundreds of 
thousands of Scriptures printed, assembled, and ready 
to go in to the foreign field.  This time always concludes 
with a special service and time of prayer over the Bibles 
that were handled by our church.  We see this as the 
conclusion of the project for that year, but, the truth 
is, it has just begun.  The Scriptures still have to be 
shipped to their destination where the missionary will 
distribute them.  We often say that only eternity will 
reveal how the Lord will use these copies of His Word 
on the mission field.  This is true, but sometimes the 
Lord allows us to have a glimpse of what He is doing. 

In February of 2014, our church had the privilege of 
working on Hungarian John and Romans during our 
Seedline workweek.  That summer my wife and I, 
along with Dale and Vickie Money, Chad and Heidi 
Robinson, and Tyler Bridges, were able to go to 
Hungary and assist with the distribution of the John 
and Romans that we assembled.  I stood on the street 
corner there in Budapest, Hungary, handing out John 
and Romans, and as I did so I was picturing in my mind 
the children of our church putting the covers on them 
and many of our long time faithful members stapling 
or collating.  I counted it an honor to stand there as 
a representative of so many who had labored and 
sacrificed for these Scriptures to make it to Budapest.  

In one week, we were able to see 84,500 John and 
Romans distributed there on the streets of Budapest.  
Each person who received a John and Romans also 
received an invitation to an evangelistic service that 
was held at the end of the week.  We were able to see 
one man accept Christ on the streets of Budapest 
during the distribution.  We saw another 25 come to 
know Christ as their savior during the special meeting.  
I was reminded as they bowed their heads in prayer 
that this would not be possible if it were not for the 
faithfulness of so many who had labored and given to 
make this project a reality.   

When we hear a report from the foreign field we are all 
encouraged to continue in the work that the Lord has 
called us to do.  I cannot help but think that for every 
report that we receive and that for every story we hear 
how many thousands and millions more go untold.  
In 2015, we worked on Farsi and Amharic Scriptures 
during our Seedline workweek.  We may or may not 
hear about how the Lord uses those Scriptures, but we 
can have great joy and satisfaction in knowing that we 
have been obedient and that His Word will not return 
void.  Only eternity will reveal the impact that His 
Word is having around the world as it is printed and 
sent out from the First Baptist Church of Milford.

HUNGARY CAPITAL:
BUDAPEST

Population
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printed Hungarian copies of John & 
Romans were distributed during one 
week in Budapest.

84,500

HUNGARY

BUDAPEST

One man accepted Christ 
while distributing 

John & Romans

Twenty-Five accepted Christ 
while attending the 
special meeting

by Phil Taylor
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God has given my family and me the privilege of ministering to Muslim peoples. I want to share a few thoughts 
on witnessing to Muslims and also on the challenges we face in this line of work. What I am about to write comes 
from our short life experience working among Arabs in North Africa.

When we witness to Muslims, we find these things helpful:

— Praying (before, during, and after)

— Reading or quoting the Bible

— Talking about Jesus (His life, miracles, and parables/teachings)

— Explaining God’s unfolding plan of redemption from Creation to Christ

When we witness to Muslims, we find these things NOT helpful:

— Arguing/debating Christianity vs. Islam

— Saying anything negative about Islam, the Qur’an, or Muhammad

— Discussing the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict

We really believe the Gospel is cross-cultural. We trust that God will work on Muslims’ hearts if we will just relay 
the simple Gospel message to them. With that in mind, it makes sense to let the Bible do the talking when we are 
witnessing to Muslims.

Our cold-call approach usually sounds something like, “Hi, I’m a Christian. Have you ever met a Christian before? 
We believe the Bible is the Word of God. It teaches us all about who God is and how we can live our lives to please 
Him. May I read you something from the Bible?….” Another way we start spiritual conversations is by connecting 
physical objects or themes around us to God or the Bible (e.g., using a sunset to talk about God’s creation; using 
a rainbow to talk about Noah and the Flood; using the activities of local fishermen to 
talk about stories of fishing from the Gospels; using a sheep or other animal to talk 
about Old Testament animal sacrifices and the New Testament Lamb of God). The 
Word of God is powerful. The Bible has been and will continue to be used of God to 
change peoples’ lives regardless of their religious affinity or social status.

We have found that witnessing to Muslims is time consuming and often discouraging. 
Not only do we face physical opposition but also spiritual oppression. Those are not 
good enough reasons to avoid witnessing, though. Muslims are turning to Christ and 
it is exciting to play a role in that. 

I am convinced that what is needed most in the Muslim world are simply proclaimers 
of the Gospel. We are happy to be involved in such a ministry.

missionary’s
perspective

by michael carter

“ Muslims are 
turning to 
Christ and 

it is exciting 
to play a role 

in that.”
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• Mission Trips to Mexico 
and the Navajo Nation

• Participation in the 
assembling and 
distribution of God’s Word

• Serve alongside local 
national pastors

www.bpselpaso.org

• Hands-on Bible publishing 
in your local church

• Assembly of John and 
Romans to be sent to 
mission field

• A missions project for your 
entire church family, from 
youngest to oldest

www.bpsseedline.org

• Translation of Scriptures in 
the language of the people

• Training of national leaders 
and pastors

• Church planting among 
unreached or least reached 
people groups

www.firstbible.net

Scripture Supplied Free to Misionaries Around the World

Since 1973, Bearing Precious Seed has printed more than 140,000,000 copies of God’s Word and currently prints in over 

50 languages in 115 countries. Our ministry’s burden is to continue providing the message to the messenger. 

Bearing Precious Seed and its partners are ministries of First Baptist Church of Milford, Ohio.
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Our personalized John and Romans 
covers allow local churches to add 
their own information, promote 
events, and present ministry 
opportunities.

NBPM is a coordinated effort to focus 
on the role and responsibility of the local 
church, in providing the written Word of 
God for this generation as well as the next. 

Every penny raised for National Bible 
Publishing Month is used to purchase 
paper to print Bibles and New Testaments. 
We are asking Christians all across America 
to join us on some level, enabling us to 
purchase enough paper to supply the 
need in the open door that God has for us.

www.bpsmilford.org | 1369 Woodville Pike, Milford, OH 45150 | 513.575.1706

Since 1973, Bearing Precious Seed has printed more than 140,000,000 copies of God’s Word and currently prints in over 

50 languages in 115 countries. Our ministry’s burden is to continue providing the message to the messenger. 

Bearing Precious Seed and its partners are ministries of First Baptist Church of Milford, Ohio.




